examples", modelling, and, finally, thought alliances between subjects. deconstruction, detours and tricks to identify a working deconstruction, variation, "d0ing and iterations thereof, which physicists mobilize in dealing with hard problems: formal mented by the exploration of clues and guesses, trials and tricks. We go through devices equation, however, the determinate path of a deconstruction method needs to be supple jects upon which the 'hardness' of a problem can be shifted and distributed. In solving an involves the expansion of a concrete object such as an equation into a series of other ob ment of theoretical physicists we choose the notion of deconstruction. Deconstruction practice to a 'thinking science': theoretical physics.
the underlying theory (as in the observed case various gravity theories) -the problem is OCR Output each state and transforms it into another state. For a given operator -which characterizes number of "states" :1: as elements of a particular set called "space". The operator acts on of a cohomology computation are an "operator" A (the "BRST-operator") and an infinite The equation becomes less 'trivial' when you consider its elements. The basic objects Aa: = O . "cohomology equation" seems originally concentrated in a spot -for example, in a single, inconspicuous-looking sequences. However, in theoretical physics, the obdurateness and 'hardness' of a problem selves with self-knowledge: with the knowledge of a self-created object world and its con "the behaviour of a detector". Like experimentalists, theoretical physicists concern them physicists spend much of the lifetime of an experiment trying and learning to understand continually observed, measured, and understood. Accordingly, experimental high energy human-made machine, which not only demands to be designed and constructed, but to be with obdurateness and 'hardness'. In experimental high energy physics, a detector is a controlled at will. Despite their human-made character, they confront the human world has to be solved by a "computation". Objects and the problems they pose cannot be define. Objects pose problems, for example, when they are linked in an equation that tities and the like -entities which physicists themselves "construct" (native term) and
Objects in theoretical physics are physical states, physical operators, physical quan 2. Objects and subjects friendships sustain the possibility and recurrence of a pact.
as pacts. Pacts strengthen them in their concrete struggle with obdurate objects, and that theoretical physicists enter with colleagues have the character of friendships as well walk part of the way on their own when a weary physicist gets stuck. The collaborations into these travels -they are asked for guidance on segments of the way, and pressed to in unexpected spots. To manage the way out of the forest, other scientists are recruited travel with scientists, troubling them, pinching them, and occasionally blocking the way noises that accompany an anxious traveller on his or her way through a dark forest, they vanish from sight in some places, only to pop up again in others. Much like the fiends and the way. Nonetheless, obstacles never really disappear during these walks. Instead, they "experience" and a repertoire of landmark examples (the capital of a field) which point of clues and guesses, trials and tricks. These walks are aided by the inexact compass of needs to be supplemented by non-determinate walks through the dark and uneven terrain In theoretical physics, the determinate path of a deconstruction method continually ob jects' independence asserts itself forcefully, and ways must be found for the physicist to OCR Output together against the resistance of the equation. In the beginning of a computation, the the physicists get stuck: so does the computation. Physicists and computations are stuck not mean simply doing a calculation, but finding ways out of being "stuck". But not only "get stuck" many times while working on a computation. Working toward a solution does moment the vocabulary in terms of which physicists talk about computations. Physicists new theories, the hardness of theoretical problems seems to work on them. Consider for a it. Thus, while the physicists, who are matches for the hardness they choose, work on through it, prove themselves against it, extract their own brilliance and sense of self from run up against the hardness and obdurateness of ob jects: they need to live up to it, work object is not usually a straightforward process. In fact, theoretical physicists continually an attempt to engage the object, the above equation, in a computation. Engaging an independence to extricate themselves from any pact. An alignment comes about through dependence to strike back, the independence to suggest and enhance further work, the that they understand, and which allows objects to retain their independence -the in the time between scientists and objects, which allows scientists to convince themselves physicists to conclude a pact with their objects. We call a pact an alignment reached over
The search for an answer to this problem can be seen as an attempt on the part of requirement of being transformable by A into zero.
physicists call a "model". Understanding consists in finding out which states fulfill the the structure comprising the BRST-operator, the space and the states, a structure that lates a requirement that has to be fulfilled. "Understanding", in this case, is needed for their differences in kind, and the fact that the equation, by proposing an equality, legis
The original equation hides more than it shows -the complexity of its components, and x is not just a number but an object with a complex structure. much more complicated than simply multiplying ac by a factor (it transforms the states), matrix and x to be a vector, both with an infinite number of elements: A does something it is in fact not just :1: = 0. To see the obdurateness of the equation, consider A to be a that each physical state be transformed by A into zero can be stated in the form of the operator, and each state in the cohomology is called a "physical state".9 The requirement
The total of all states satisfying this requirement is then called the "cohomology" of the rr -2+ O .
into zero: to find a particular subset of the space, namely those states which the operator transforms paralleled lives. OCR Output in) the lighter and more distant understandings of the non-consummated friendships of to distances breached and people reached. They are also continued through (and enfolded cists purchase in their 'pact with objects' are extended far beyond their desk -in regard Through electronic networks, the exclusive, singular and intense relationships that physi tute or department for some time), but continually 'paralleled' through electronic mail. mostly spent in physically very different locations (after having stayed at the same insti Friendships, too, are marked by the parallelism of alignments -by the conduct of lives ded in "friendships" which develop from physicists spending time together in one place.
an element of consultation. However, thought alliances are also sustained by and embed these teacher-student relationships, the thought alliances physicists form later also contain their thesis supervisor and with fellow students, as they learn how to handle objects. Like dynamics. Theoretical physicists seemingly learn how to collaborate in early contacts with can also be unravelled along the lines of their rhythm, their sequencing, their logic and not focus on the relationships between subjects. Suffice it to say that such collaborations
The pact with objects, then, requires a pact among subjects. In this paper, we will side of scientists. To gain control over an equation, physicists collaborate with one another brought into the picture. In addition to reconfiguring the object one can reconfigure the is often extended to a triangular structure: A second theorist (and frequently a third) is sought. But there is also a second means. In theoretical physics, the pact with objects Alignment, then, first requires reconfiguring the entity with which the alignment is from getting "totally out of hand" they try to "reduce" an overbearing object to "manageable" size, in order to prevent it deconstructions will become clear in subsequent sections. Their accomplishment is that bined" or "recombined" later to arrive at final results. The concrete meaning of such "cutting" or "splitting" the computation into smaller components, which have to be "com "divided up", '"cut", "split" or "decomposed". "Reducing" or "converting" is done b reconfiguring the object. The equation is changed by becoming "reduced", "converted", natural order). In the present case, reconfiguring the relationship rather literally means relationship between scientist and object (or between the underlying social order and the field of perception of a scientist, nor features of the world independent of science, but the describe this process.1° A reconfiguration of self-other-things changes not the subjective "gain control". Elsewhere the notion of a reconfiguration of 'self-other-things' was used to for example, that one of the terms that make up A consists of something·like the product OCR Output nent. A weight factor is just a number (also called a "degree" or a "grading"). Assume, the equation, another step is needed, one that attaches "weight factors" to each compo panding A and x is but the first step in dealing with a problematic equation. To 'simplify' 2. Reshuffling components through building in degrees: Deconstruction through ex a mode), we will from now on simply speak of a term bcc instead of, e.g., b,,,+,,c-,,,c-,,.
To simplify matters (the following procedure holds irrespective of the energy-labels of and LQ, are themselves composite, and have to be specified in supplementary equations. energy levels -are common building blocks of both A and the states. Often, the modes Ln Here a "mode expansion" has been performed. The modes bn and Cn -labelled by their A = Engg ¢-»(Ln + Li.)-1/2 Z...,..€z<m ~ H) = ¢-m<¤-nbm+õ b jects' constructedness explicit. For example, A might be: consists in "expanding" A and sr into their components in such a way as to render the of more elementary operators or states. The first step in deconstructing these objects thought of as composite objects, which are built up through the multiplication and addition l. Deconstruction through expanding the object: The operator A and the states 2; are and the third attempts a sequential reordering of them: its first step consists in expanding the objects, the second in reshuffling their components, in the field of "homological algebra". The SST has since become a standard technique;
technique" (SST), recently taken over from mathematics, where it developed in the 1940s but the steps become more complex. For this purpose physicists use the "spectral sequence as in Ax = O, the deconstruction still proceeds through a series of stepwise manipulations, transformed through its decomposition into components: so has the relationship between one object to another as the calculation proceeds. But not only has the problem been it requires to be shared by many objects and steps, and it allows it to be moved from the original equation, then deconstruction sets this hardness loose. It allows the work attempted computation. If you think of the hardness as of a fixed property encaged in transform the problem? Deconstruction distributes and dissimulates the hardness of the How does deconstruction, understood as the expansion and re-evaluation of components, What is the epistemic profit of the above deconstruction and reordering of objects? sequence of components.
As a result of the grading procedure one has now deconstructed A and sc into an ordered the degree of each particular term. States sc are sequentially reordered in the same way.
to problem and from grading to grading. The index attached to the components labels This sum is chosen to have only a finite number of terms, which can vary from problem A=A0+A1+A2+.
A can therefore be rearranged as the sum of components of sequentially increasing order:
3. Seguential reordering: The lowest allowed degree attributed to a term in A is zero. in discrete parameters", a preliminary ordering (or a reordering) is achieved. them, and gives each component a weight factor. Through what physicists call "building different degrees. The grading 'reshuffles' the order of the original components, 'regroups' the same degree are joined together, such that A and x are now made of components of correspondingly in ac, now has a degree attached to it. ln a further step, all terms with thepwhole term bcc, which, in the case discussed, is (-1) + 1 + 1 = 1. Each term in A and the assignment of degrees to the basic components results in the attribution of a degree to 4), say for instance: degree -1 to b and degree 1 to c. Since degrees can be summed up, bcc. A degree is now attached to b, and to c (how these degrees are chosen is discussed in "Legal" gradings: The deployment of the mathematical technique requires certain OCR Output that are manageable and those that are not:
There are, on the one hand, gradings that are "legal" and those that are not, and gradings there are 'constraints' which have to be met and which help to achieve a suitable grading.
Besides heuristics that help in appropriately distributing the hardness of the problem no "right" way -i.e. no way that "works"-can be found (see also 6.1). the end result. Without proceeding through variations as one "tries out" different degrees, complexity of the problem: There is no such thing as a "straightforward" path towards All these rules sound "fuzzy", as a physicist said, but this fuzziness represents the for which the calculations are simplest.
If you have several gradings that require the same number of steps, choose the one closest to the cohomology you want to calculate.
Choose a grading such that the lowest term (i.e. the solution of the first step) comes the easiest, and each further step becomes more complicated.
Choose a grading such that you need as few steps as possible, since the first step is steps and a well-balanced distribution: grading chosen, several heuristic rules are invoked to help achieve a well-aligned series of of the following steps. Since an appropriate distribution of hardness has to do with the solvable. Thus, the first step in a deconstruction can only be simplified at the expense step to another. The shifting has to be done in such a way that all steps remain or become in terms of a 'trade off' process through which amounts of hardness are shifted from one each other in such a way that greg; step is manageable. The difficulty can be characterized problematic: the selected components are only willing to cooperate if they are aligned with to handle than the original. However, accomplishing a working deconstruction is itself With the above deconstruction of problem and object, each step has become easier 4. First iteration: Heuristic rules for shifting the hardness looking for. The sequence is said to "collapse" when the last required step is reached. meaning that successive terms give "finer and finer approximations" of the result they were problems can be solved by just one step. Physicists say that the sequence "converges", the BRST-operator and the choice of the space of states) and the grading chosen. Some step. The number of required steps depends on the particular problem (i.e. on the form of final solution -the cohomology that was looked for -consists of the outcome of the last number of steps. In general, a finite number of steps is sufficient to solve the problem. The slightly changed in the course of the second step, and the third step no longer changes the second step rules out 2, leaving y0u with 4 remaining states whose explicit expressions were time: on the expected effort required for solving a particular problem, on the effort they OCR Output "Being stuck" is a description whose application depends on the physicists and on particular avenue is lost and they "run out of ideas" on how to regain it.
really get totally out of hand". When physicists are stuck, the control promised by a many steps are required and too many terms have to be included so that "computations a mess", they have "no control over it except by writing notebooks full of equations". Too to "avoid the hard work". They might be able to proceed with the computation, but "it's or what the alternatives are. Physicists might lose confidence when they do not see how lose confidence in the path they pursue, when they are not sure which alternative to choose out degrees through doing a 'variation' (see 6.1). But theorists are stuck also when they "Being stuck" can mean reaching a point where you have to go back, for example to try back or by being confronted with an overcomplex situation in which they lose their grip.
themselves "stuck". How are physicists caused to be "stuck" by objects? By being forced path or by looking for an alternate route. Physicists announce the challenge by declaring a pact with objects is to find out how to get around these obstacles, either by clearing the a solution as a typical feature of their work; and they do. A further challenge in concluding Theorists expect that new obstacles will 'pop up' all along the first road chosen towards please do so."
If you consider looking at such a problem of any relevance, sically I could not see any way of avoiding the hard work.
'I am stuck on computing the BRST of the W-charge --ba 5. Second iteration: "Being stuck", detours, tricks, and an "ansatz' "getting stuck". course of constructing the deconstruction of objects there is no a priori way to avoid before, in another context. Other strategies may lead to unprecedented difficulties. In the to be impossible, ineffective within a particular problem context, while they had succeeded Deconstruction, however, does not always work. Certain deconstruction steps may turn out Through physicists' grading rules, the hardness of a problem can become manageable. this type, "you are stuck since you don't know how to do the first step" a mathematical sense. lf however a grading is chosen such that the lowest-order term is of basic components such as the term bcc discussed before. These terms are not forbidden in ple, one does not know how to deal with a zero-degree term in A that consists of three 'l\/Ianageability": Other requirements hold for the sake of manageability. For exam the lowest degree in A must have degree zero. No negative degrees are allowed. mathematical properties to be fulfilled, like the above-mentioned rule that the term with other potential difficulties, for example by the difficulties of deriving deduction rules that OCR Output to shift it from one object to another. The hardness of the initial problem is replaced by SST steps. Nonetheless, they do not dissolve the hardness of the problem but continue which one got stuck. Detours simplify the activity of finding a grading and of solving the the deduction rules can be substituted for the 'direct' computation of the cohomology in from the result of the intermediate step'? If this is possible, the new computation plus for, and hence a problem remains: Can the cohomology of the initial problem be deduced little effort. However, the new physical states in a detour are not those one is looking that now satisfies all requirements. The actual SST-steps can then be solved with very applying the SST, while the merit of the detour lies in the possibility of finding a grading of the cohomology equation were sought. The computation for the new space again requires consisted of selecting a different set of states (i.e. a different space) amongst which solutions was inspired by a common mathematics approach to solve similar problems: the new path physicists went back to the initial equation as a starting point for a detour. The detour resolve before', is the motto of this approach. In the case of 'our' cohomology computation, 'Go back one or several steps, then try a path to get around the difficulties you could not 5.1 The detour "ansatz"-to map out the structure of a possible solution.
it starts out from the problem in the most direct way and then uses an assumption -an the complexity of the problem consists of a reverse strategy: Instead of refining the SST of exploration by "d0ing examples" followed by a "trick". A third way of dealing with independently in resolving the issue. The first was a detour strategy, the second a strategy Alternative strategies -indirect ways -had to be explored, of which two succeeded the "direct analysis", using the SST as described, did not lead to any result. lowest degree term "illegally" assumed a negative number. The computation was "stuck", Either the zeroth-order term A0 was of the type bcc, and thus not "manageable", or the In a case observed, the different grading-requirements (see 4) turned out to be incompatible: operator, a cohomology computation based on the SST may become impossible to handle.
there is no standard recipe for its application. If physicists start from a different BRST-Although the SST is used as a standard tool in the course of a cohomology computation, one deals with "straightforward" problems which, in theoretical physics, are rare.
have to be rethought continually during the course of a computation -unless, of course, forces theorists to reconsider their strategy for solving them. Efficiency, effort and time turn out to constitute a way out. "Being stuck" builds refiexivity into hard problems: it predicting the future. Alternative paths sometimes look unmanageable, whereas later they persistent and acknowledge that they are "stuck" later than others. It also depends on are willing to invest, on the personal style of the researcher -some theorists are more "tricks" when their application substantially reduces the hardness and obdurateness of a up with ideas for a practicable path through the computation. These ideas are called grading could be found. The physicists then turned to "doing examples" (see 6.2) to come a trick. In one of the cases observed, the computation got "stuck" because no suitable resort to tricks -and they have developed strategies that improve their chances of finding and hardness by another. In concluding their pacts with objects, however, physicists also them into still hard but more congenial pieces or substituting one kind of obdurateness Up to this point overcoming the obdurateness of physics objects meant expanding 5.2 Tricks, further expansions, and further work on objects discussed problem.
physicists might be the "natural way to proceed" for mathematicians, as is the case in the Detours are context-dependent: What is considered to be a detour for mathematical (Figure 3 about here) here.
require physicists to solve new subtle mathematical problems. These cannot be considered
by changing some of its internal structure. In this way a system of 500 equations with related to the energy level. An ansatz can therefore be adapted to certain energy ranges object, an ansatz must be very specific. It also varies with varying parameters which are order to "split the problem into the smallest possible parts" to reduce the complexity of an by other means. These include the "inspired guess" which is translated into the ansatz. In rely on a deconstructive technique such as the SST, but the computation is deconstructed Is there deconstruction in an "explicit construction"? An explicit construction does not problem becomes solvable either by hand or by computer, as in the observed case.
of the complexity of an object by provisionally eliminating some of its variables. Thus the solution's 'body', the concrete values of the parameters. In this way it allows a reduction form of the solution and some of its properties, leaving space for the particularities of the tions of the cohomology equation. An ansatz is like a 'skeleton' formula, it presumes the be translated into an ansatz, which served the purpose of prestructuring the desired solu itself as a guideline for the search for physical states. The structure of the diagram could BRST-operator changed, and with it the symmetry, so that an adjusted diagram proposed mined by a particular "symmetry" of the problem. When studying the new problem, the ln the earlier case, the physical states were arranged in a diagram whose pattern was deter tion which was derived from an analogy of the problem with a similar one studied earlier.
Consider an example: the explicit construction of physical states relied on an assump ansatz is thus legitimized in retrospect. since a false assumption as ansatz will lead to a contradiction and rule itself out. The to get on with the work. The result relies on the assumption but is not itself provisional, goal is to advance the computation by acting as a stepping stone which enables theorists ture that can be "plugged" in the cohomology equation. The new input is provisional; its the number of potential solutions to be brought down by an assumption about their struc context, an "ansatz". An ansatz is (mainly) of instrumental or technical value. It allows tation in this case? Constructing solutions explicitly relies on a 'guess', called, in this How are the hardness and obdurateness of an object attacked to negotiate a compu the complexity of the problem is reduced. quence, solutions can only be "constructed explicitly" -by "hand" or computer -after they are able to process; nonetheless they cannot handle such complexity. As a conse energy levels. Today's computers are powerful with respect to the amount of information of terms which have to be considered for each check increases dramatically with higher such complexity that only few physical states can be constructed in this way. The number are "annihilated" by the BRST-operator. In practice, however, the observed problem is of states, arranged according to increasing energy levels, and select as solutions those that the initial ingredients, the BRST-operator and the states. The program can check the 1 2 O C R O u t p u t particular grading works is itself problematic, since checking tends to cost considerable and hence 'completeness' is an unresolved issue. The answer to the question whether a be none at all. Not all gradings can be explored because not all possible gradings are known, complications. For example, there might be more than one suitable grading, or there might the straightforwardness of the 'selection-try out-repetition' scheme is broken up by several Successively searching for alternatives seems "straightforward". In practice, however, satisfactory choice can be made.
turn. Variation also implies that this process of 'selection' and 'trial' is repeated until a selection among them, and inserting the chosen one into the keyhole to see whether it will strategy to find the right key to the door. It means trying out different keys, making a door to the deconstruction of the computation by the SST. Variation, then, provides a concrete situation. Take the example of 'how to find a suitable grading'. This opens the Variation is used in many contexts in which such a technique has to be deployed to a Techniques like the SST do not specify how some of their requirements are to be met. 6 .1 Variation focus on three strategies: variation, "doing examples", and model objects.
third run through the0rists' practical work of dealing with computational objects we will order difficulties and second-round problems -and which are hidden in publications. In a introduces a third category of devices -those which can be deployed toward both first if this is hard to achieve, through a second round of detours and tricks. This section
The pact with objects can be attempted through a first-order deconstruction, and, 6. Third iteration: Three 'hidden' procedures simpler to just construct them explicitly here, as examples.
work. Since a general proof I believe, is extremely complicated in this case it 's to say the most obvious ones -just to show that they exist analogously to those in previous "We construct these (physical} states -of course these are not all of them but some, so ansatz is therefore likely to catch only a subset of the solutions one is after. infinitely many states have to be "checked" in a cohomology equation. The considered ansatz proposes. Besides, one never knows whether all solutions have been detected, since
With an ansatz approach no solutions can be found which do not have the structure the the problem.
unknowns, which constitutes a considerable reduction of the hardness and obdurateness of ansatz was wrong. Or it is essentially equivalent to a system of only 50 equations with 50 system either leads to a contradiction (because of "overdetermination"), in which case the 500 unknowns can be transformed in one of 500 equations with only 50 unknowns. Such a are afterwards discarded as a means to increase their experience and to teach them how resource. Nonetheless, physicists engage in some "playing around" with gradings which effort physicists consider appropriate for dealing with a particular grading are a finite where all actions are reversible and the playgrounds infinite. However, the time and the without causing any harm, since the attempts are carried out in an immaterial world Which selections are made is up to each physicist. A 'wrong' choice discredits itself in the past are reconsidered and explored in more depth. become more random, variation turns into 'blind variation] and some gradings discarded successful, further selections proceed "in the spirit of trying everything once". Searches problem in the past might help in making a "clever choice". But if the first choices are not first choices for a grading at random, but based on experience. Having handled a similar and explored. In an attempt to minimize the number of cycles, physicists do not make up an older segment later -and never knowing whether all alternatives have been found a segment in the cycle, giving up on it, choosing a new starting point, perhaps picking cycle 'selection-try out-repetition' is patchwork, the patchwork that results from pursuing imply that you are done with it once and for all. For all these reasons, working through the how promising it seems, which varies over time: giving up on a grading at one point does not time. The effort a physicist is willing to concentrate on a particular grading depends on 14 OCR Output guess. Although it is not a priori clear which grid can be made productive, some of them 'deconstruct-solve-guess'-for different deconstruction grids until they find a productive one kind. Physicists may also have to vary the type: they may have to repeat the procedure examples", we have to distinguish "straightforwardness" in a technical sense from the variation was a straightforward strategy in principle, but not in practice. With "doing computation can be straightforward or unproblematic in different ways. For example, forward procedure theorists do not get stuck. However, different steps or parts of the "straightforward", depending on how "hard" or problematic they are -with a straight In general, theoretical physicists grade different steps in a computation as more or less step is a guess; it cannot stand on its own and represent the main path. way, physicists hope to get a glimpse of the behaviour of the solution for general energy succeeding example a new and broader layer in a pyramidal structure is explored. In this are needed to determine physical states of energy level 3. One could say that in every a growing number of components. For instance 8 more components of the infinite sum level 2. Examples for higher levels become more and more complex, since they comprise 36-10-102 and -3b1c1c-2 have to be considered for finding the physical states of energy above sum contributes to the physical states of energy levels 0 and 1, whereas the terms Examples for low energy levels are simple to compute. For instance no term of the Emmezfm -n)b,,,+,,c_mc-,, = 3b-1c-1c2 -3b1c1c_2 + 5b-1c-2c3 -5b1c2c-3 + . energy at the time. Consider the following component of A:
energy level separately and solving it, thus searching for physical states of a particular Doing the example, then, consisted in writing down the cohomology equation for each to be expanded in the same way as for the SST, e.g. by doing a mode expansion (see 3.1).
out "the most direct way possible", i.e. without invoking the SST. To this end, objects had Doing examples required physicists to go back to the original equation Ax = 0, and to try along which the unfolding took place was not explicitly contained in any of the objects. ples was slightly more elaborate than in the 'trivial' deconstruction, since the parameter was discovered by doing examples. In this case, the deconstruction grid used for the exam As mentioned in 5.2, the trick that resolved the problem of finding a suitable grading n : 1 and to continue by increasing n.
as a new object, etc. Thus the obvious choice for a sequence of examples is to begin with for the general sum. The second example would start out from the sum of two components and then performing the computation for this single-component-object instead of doing it an arbitrary integer. The first and most obvious example would consist in choosing n = 1 Consider an illustration: an object might be specified by a sum of n terms, where n is parameter. may mean nothing more than the unfolding or fanning out of an object along a certain the deconstruction performed by the SST. When dealing with examples, deconstruction a concrete value, different for each example. This deconstruction is not as elaborate as by choosing a component to "cut". Cutting means substituting an abstract quantity by struction starts off with rendering the constructedness of the object explicit, and continues which consists of converting a parameter into a number, usually an integer. This decon constitute an 'obvious' first choice. There is, for instance, the 'trivial' deconstruction, computable, and which still keeps the flavour of the non-trivial properties of the model "When you construct a model you are trying to simplify the situation to something that is features of the main object, and it must be more accessible (the problem must be solvable). explored and understood. Naturally, the model object must contain some of the typical been studied before, with which they have previous experience, an object that is well When they turn from the main object to models, they choose a model object that has they profit from going from the main problem to less complex, deconstructed special cases. , 6, 6, 8, 8, 9, 9, 11, 11 . At energy (gh ==0 operators). There are 9 in total (...) and they oc U et al. Let me give you the results for the gh:= -3 states My preliminary analysis of IY seems to confirm the results of VV several yrs ago, rememberl, so this is something we can (dual) Verma module (we derived Shapovalov determinants for Probably, in some domain of p (...), F} is isomorphic to the analogy with the Virasoro case, as follows.
prove the results of U et al. One could proceed, in complete the Fock space of two scalar fields (BRST operator of F) to Suppose we are interested in computing the W-cohomology on Some very sketchy remarks: formulated in analogy to a similar problem which they had solved before. to solve the computation by adopting the discussed detour strategy. The conjectures are then that N sends the following e-mail message, stating some ad hoc conjectures for how P and A have not yet succeeded in obtaining a result by applying the SST directly. It is 18 loose thoughts in the hope that somebody can do something with them. ''OCR Output new ideas, but instead of keeping silent let me just communicate some minds of the thinking sciences: "It seems we're stuck. I have no earth-moving up' ideas for travels between desks and thought laboratories, the walkable and excitable But in centring around the possibility and difficulties of getting stuck, they also 'loosen the problems of being stuck -when two or more physicists do not know how to go on. against it, measure the degree of being stuck, and try to overcome it. They may magnify alliances between physicists centre around "getting stuck"-they prepare for it, guard and paralleling cannot be analysed here. Suffice it to say that like previous methods, the out separately) between physicists. The structures and the rhythm of this partitioning at the desk, are simultaneously divided up, partitioned, varied and 'paralleled' (worked structed, expanded, detoured, varied, modelled, and attacked through examples and tricks tools. Theoretical objects and problems, in addition to becoming segmentially decon a device that recapitulates the dissociating and expansionary character of the previous on finding detours and tricks, or on doing variations, examples and models. It is also universal -device. It can be brought to bear not only on unpacking the object, but also to align theoretical physics objects. Physicists' (e-mail) dialogue is the last -and the most their 'collaboration' is brought in as a resource that aids in all previous attempts of trying a fourth iteration: to delve into the concrete interaction between physicists and see how complicated, and more laborious than we could render it so far. In a sense, we would need sense of how the real-life interaction between objects and subjects is more detailed, more tion -has forced itself back into our text. From physicists' e-mail fragments, one gets a In the last section, the pact between subjects -physicists collaborating on a computa 7. Fourth iteration: A note on the pact between subjects scientists. rateness and hardness of a calculation, they 'virtually' join forces with larger groups of make the experience available for a new one. In the physicists' fight against the obdu Modelling can be thought of as a device that taps into existing pacts with objects to
The results of U et al were known from preprints and publications. approach, and so N starts with an attempt to prove the conjectures for the general case. Physicist: And we learn from the other. We construct and deconstruct it, and play around mobilize in it 'the other' (objects different from the original).
to it: in the sense in which you physicists not only create a multiplicity of objects, but tion in theoretical physics reflects back on our own practice. In a way, it is even similar if I want to say something about theoretical work. Besides, it interests us that deconstruc tionist strategy seemed omnipresent in various disguises, and that I need to understand it tion of your objects and problems in a next paper? You said yourself that the deconstruc Sociologist: You constantly want to tell us what to dol How about if we study the construc only deconstruct them! We ought to be studied from a constructionist perspective! Physicist: One of the 'details' of our work is that we construct our objects too, we do not details of your work?
through your e-mail collaborations. But can we not, for a change, begin with the technical Sociologist: We are indeed deeply interested in the 'virtual' laboratory you seem to create fascinating e-mail interaction and our national differences. server does not seem sufficiently interested in the real sociological questions, like our very Physicist: Then, let me start. I must say, I have been a bit disappointed that our ob that time is restricted and not all matters can be discussed in depth.
physicists, and to tell me where you do not agree. You should, however, keep it in mind like to encourage you to comment on the paper from your perspective, the perspective of Sociologist: As a fifth and last iteration I propose that we read the paper together. I would Epilogue individuating science.
cists' capabilities. In this sense, theoretical physics remains, with its thought alliances, an it seems, not only completes the deal with objects, it also supplements individual physi with respect to the possibility to go on when they are stuck. The pact between subjects, the pact once it seems impending, guidance and surveillance along the way, and assurance sistance in the struggle with objects, it also secures physicists' guidance and trust -trust in procedure, and thought alliances between subjects. The last device not only purchases as variation, doing examples and modelling to assist with the first and the second type of objects: formal deconstruction, detours and tricks to identify a working deconstruction, cal physicists use in their attempts to conclude an agreement with obdurate and "hard"
In this paper we have gone through devices and iterations thereof which theoreti depth of your search after "states" transformable into "zero". Where is the physics in this you please tell me a little more about the reasons for this exercise? I cannot fathom the Sociologist: Actually, I doubt that this is comprehensible to them anyway. But -Couldn't first time! Presumably, to make the stuff as comprehensible as possible for the non-experts?
Physicist: Here, where you introduce "physical states", you are simplifying, and not for the physics aspects of the paper?
Sociologist: Without wanting to be rude, maybe we should come back to discussing the apart precisely where it has been stitched together. possible meanings an audience or culture attribute to a text -thus plucking the system criticism, deconstruction I imagine might try to unpack the meanings of an author or the always proceed along the seams of a construction. Whereas, for example, in literary Phvsicist: Hold it, stop before you start fantasizing! Deconstruction in physics does not the phenomenon that the entity has been constructed before?
internal relationship between the possibility of deconstruction in the described sense and not all deconstructive sciences reflexive sciences? Would it not mean that there is an Sociologist: The 'other' in physics is close to the self-a physicist's construction. Are 21 OCR Output this operator into manageable pieces. Define a double degree Anyhow, there seems to be a convenient grading that splits almost everything. third order polynomial in p's, which it seems to me can kill of momenta? There is a term in the BRST which is 70 times a 'Should we expect cohomology at finite or infinite number P to N, A on 2 Oct.:
Physicist N: Let me quote from some e-mails. their grading. It seems that finding a suitable grading can be a tricky business.
into it, with tons of optimism. -Actually, what I was really interested in is how they got Physicist (jokingly): It seems that they were not scared enough, since they actually plunged fields. Then dmg is the old gravity friend, and d&3 is 70 p is 1 for c and a+, and 3 for 7, and -that for the other (p,q), where p(7) = 3 ==--p(B) and zero for the rest, while 23 OCR Output guess. ..." 'As for W I am completely stuck, and everyone else too I A to P, N on 22 Oct.: " operator for nf etc. is also responsible for not being able to define a nilpotent stuck for few weeks now. The presence of this quartic term 'The problem with the fdeg is precisely where I have been P to N on 6 Oct.:
reread our e-mail, I found that we were stuck from beginning to end. desperately sought-for grading. Fortunately, the detour turned out to work fine. When I Physicist N: Don't joke! Our efforts led to a well·received paper", but indeed not to the hear in the e-mail, the cohomology is probably still free. Hahaha. we see theorists drown in a sea of equations? Did the objects break the agreement? As we Physicist: I also give up on understanding your concept. What good is your 'pact' when for a long time whether the detour would help. make life easier, just in certain cases. And in our last computation, actually, it was unclear were all problematic in their own way. The detour which you describe does not always We have worked on many different cohomology computations in the last two years. They Physicist N: I am not sure I understand your intention. You are mixing up everything.
proposes.
Sociologist: Yes, it is. He wants to convince his two colleagues to join in the detour he Oct.?
By the way, in 5.1 you describe the detour strategy. Is this what N is talking about on 14 ogy audience? What do you think they will understand? And what do YOU understand?
Physicist: I really think you are crazy. Do you plan to present these e-mails to your sociol H (F ® F)! N>> might be the advantage of doing H(M®M*) over so that there is no need to face Tb 77 term anymore. This plicitly. Hopefully after this step we've killed everything we may possibly be able to also compute next step in SS ex is probably still free over remaining W generators, so that Then use (co)-freeness of M®M* to compute this guy. Cohom Grade by W-ghost number so that dg becomes Vir-BRST operator.
thinking of trying to do something along the following lines: 'I 'm not sure whether it solves the fdeg problem, but I was 24 OCR Output sociologists' (de)construction. -Gentlemen, I thank you for the conversation.
Sociologist: If you insist, let me hereby openly declare that this dialogue is nothing but a you insert in it? I am in doubt.
understand the distinction between your made-up dialogue and the 'real' e-mail quotes Physicist N: J ust a moment, I would like to ask a question. Do you think your readers will tor is on vacation. computation of next-to-leading order QCD-corrections, and that my friend and collabora Phvsicist: Stop, I donlt want to hear it any more. It reminds me that I am stuck on my results. ..." per will therefore be a collection of (unreadable) partial Yes, we are still stuck at a certain point. . .the pa " N to sociologist on 8 Feb.: while). ..." tion (or rather at the point where we have been stuck for a 'What else? Ever more obstacles in our cohomology computa much as possible. A physicist's definition of "physical states" can be found in the To enhance the readability of the paper, we have simplified the physics 'language' as both, mathematical physics and phenomenology.
oriented towards experimental results. Involved computations have to be dealt with in to most work in the "phenomenology" of particle physics, which is the branch more concepts used. The procedures described for handling the problem, however, also apply mathematical physics, the branch close to mathematics with respect to methods and putation" on which this paper focuses is an example of a problem typically arising in to mathematics and in their direct relevance for experiments. The "cohomology com Theoretical particle physics embraces sub-'fields' which differ widely in their closeness 27 OCR Output a playground where new ideas are tested. and/or be simpler to work with than the main problem. The model can then be used as Figure 6 : A problem is modelled. The 'model problem' has to embrace known results solve the main problem. the general result. Physicists hope that the guess will provide them with ideas on how to 
